
Workflow Automation
Automate Processes Across 
Your Organization in Minutes

CXOs believe that workflow automation can save costs and deliver 
the following benefits among others:

86%
of executives say they are 
using automation to execute 
intelligent workflows

There is an increased demand for 
intelligent process automation and similar 
technologies; the enterprise investment in 
these technologies is expected to reach 
USD 232 Bn by 2025.

USD 37 Bn 60%
salary cost of unnecessary 
meetings for U.S. businesses

or less of work time is 
actually spent productively

Teams operating in enterprise environments often have slow, cumbersome, and 
error-prone manual processes for performing the simplest of tasks.

Emails, meetings, and frequent interruptions (chat/collaboration tools, unproduc-
tive apps) waste their crucial work time.

Higher Accuracy (67%) 

Improved Productivity (64%) 

Cost Savings (60%)

More Time for Higher Value Tasks (51%)

Reduced Operational Risks (54%)



Realize Faster Time-to-Value with Out-of-the-Box and Custom 
Workflow-based Apps 

Popular Use Cases

No-code Integration
Connect and sync data across existing systems, 
tools, and databases using smart bi-directional 
connectors.

Dynamic Workflows 
Create workflow automation apps from scratch 
or modify existing process workflows to adopt 
new tools and best practices.

Actionable Intelligence 
Gather quick insights from unified dashboards 
and drill down to specifics to detect bottle-
necks, troubleshoot issues, optimize processes, 
and more.

Easy Collaboration
Centralize all process data to enable anytime, 
anywhere access and ensure team members 
interact with data as per their specific roles and 
context.

Compliance
Ensure end-to-end traceability with automated 
alerts, reminders, and reports to ensure strict 
compliance to organizational policies and 
simplify audits and compliance documentation.

Automation Made Simple

Klera can meet your workflow automation needs with several out-of-the-box connec-
tors for a wide range of enterprise tools, customizable apps, and ready-to-use tem-
plates.

 ALM 
  - Unified Product Backlog
  - Early Warning System
  - Project Management KPIs

 DevOps
  - DORA, Flow Metrics
  - CI/CD Pipeline Monitoring
  - Application Vulnerability Tracing

 Human Resources
  - Recruitment
  - Employee Onboarding
  - Performance Management

 Finance
  - Accounts Payable & Receivable
  - Quote to Cash
  - Budget & Revenue Forecasting

 Marketing
  - Campaign Planning
  - Lead Management & Tracking
  - Social Media Analytics

 Sales
  - Customer 360
  - Sales Forecasting
  - Risk Analysis

 Customer Success
  - SLA Monitoring
  - Account Renewal & Retention
  - Field Service Management

Free 14-day trial

Data to outcomes,
10x faster.

No-code/ low-code for data at scale, at rest or in motion

Built-in ML to augment, automate and accelerate every step

Drag and drop UI, 300+ connectors, 100+ pre-built apps

Open, extensible, cloud-native and interoperable

Collaborative workspaces for Data, ML, Ops & Business users
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https://www.gathr.one/data-to-outcomes-50x-faster
https://www.gathr.one/schedule-a-demo/
https://app.gathr.one/#/

